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INTRODUCTION

Since DNA-mediated genetic
strated

in bacteria

isolated
cells

of genetic

from donor cells

of the recipient,

characteristics

transformation

has been well demonstrated

considerable

incorporated

experiments,

into the recipient

donor DNAlabelled
lymphoma cells

Incorporation

densities

cells,

similar

phenomena

gradient

evidence that donor DNA
genome in mammalian cells.

with 5-iododeoxyuridine

which were resistant

of the density-labelled

by the appearance of a band of DNAafter
density

of

in higher organisms.

taken up by recipient

chloride

species

doubt as to whether true genetic

Ayad and Fox (1968) have presented

uridine,

in certain

material

algae (Shestakov and Khyen, 1970).

can take place in eucaryotic

have been reported

was

to 5-iododeo:xy-

donor DNAwas indicated

centrifugation

which was at a density

of the donor DNAand the recipient

in a cesium

intermediate

to the

DNA. More striking

reports

of exchanging DNAbetween vastly

Hillova

(1971) claim that pieces of mouse DNAtaken up by cultured

chicken cells
Furthermore,

of

acid

becomes a permanent part of the genetic

Although there is still

In their

has been a subject

is taken up through the membranes of recipient

(Hayes, 1964) and blue-green

is actually

demon-

This phenomenon, by which deoxyribonucleic

and subsequently

bacteria

was first

by Avery, MacLeod, and M.:?Cartyin 1944, non-sexual,

DNA-mediated transfer
great interest.

transformation

are incorporated
Merrill

different

by recombination

and his coworkers (Merrill,
1

species.

are the

Hill and

into the chicken DNA.
Geier, and Petricciani,

1971)

°'-

have reported

that cultured

D -galactose-1-phosphate

as galactosemia)
attached

bu.manfibroblast

uridyl

were supplied

transferase

cells

( tho disease

the missing activity

2

lacking

sta ta known

by bacterial

genes

to phage ,l DNA.
Although there are fewer experiments

ature concerning

reported

exchange of DNAin the higher plants,

have the advantage that they deal with differentiated
example, Dieter Hess (1969, 1970) has presented
mation in petunia

plants which were treated

a short period of time as seedlings.
anthocyanin
transformed"

in the liter-

synthesis,
plants

of the anthocyanin
Certainly

was inherited

these experiments
tissue.

For

evidence of transfor-

with a solution

The transferred

of DNAfor

characteristic,

by the progeny of the "probably

and other possible

explanations

of the appearance

gene locus have been, for the most part,
among the most prominent investigators

phenomena have been Ledoux and his coworkers.

ruled out.
of these

They have demonstrated

uptake of exogenous DNAby mammalian systems (Ledoux, 1965) as well as
by several

different

plants

(Ledoux, 1965; Stroun,

Anker, Charles,

Ledoux, 1967; Ledoux and Huart, 1969, Ledoux, Huart, and Jacobs,

In their

most recent publication

that DNAfrom Escherichia

(Ledoux, et.

al.,

thaliana

not only is maintained

the cells

as the plant matures but also makes its

flowering

bud into the F1 progeny.
The bacterial

chloride

density

at a density
bacterial

DNAin these experiments

gradient

intermediate

centrifugation
to the densities

1971).

1971) they claim

coli and from Streptomyces coelicolor

taken up by the plant Arabidopsis

and

when
in

way through the

is detected

in cesium

by the appearance of a band
of Arabidopsis

DNA and the

DNA. This method is commonto all of the recent experiments

In similar

of Ledoux and his colleagues.

experiments

J

in which ger-

minating barley

seeds were treated

several

(Ledoux and Huart, 1967, 1968a, b, 1969) the material

sources

at intermediate

density

bacterial

denatured,

been linearly
linked,

corresponding

DNA, When the material

however, it remained a single

From these data,

bacterial

was fragmented by sonication

Two bands appeared at densities
original

with purified

and reaentrifuged,

to barley

"integrated"

end-to-end,

at intermediate

into the barley

D.NA,that is,

hybrid,

1968a) and has been elaborated
similar

the denaturation

of this model to eucaryotic
"integrated
difficult

11

gradient.

conjugation

DNAis actually

to reconcile

of microorganisms.

material

had

would have

only

proposed in 1968 (Ledoux and Huart,

in later

cells

DNAhad

treatment,

publications

(1969, 1971), is

to the model for the incorporation
following

was

covalently

to the host DNA. If the intermediate

This model, which was first

and recombination

density

band in the density

been expected to yield two bands and the sonication

essentially

DNAand the

Ledoux and Huart proposed that the bacterial

been some kind of strand-strand

one.

DNAfrom

in bacteria.

of phage

DNA

The application

combined with the claim that the

passed on to the progeny is a litUe

with some basic concepts of the molecular genetics

Indeed, although the model seems logical

basis of the evidence presented,

there is as yet relatively

on the

litUe

evidence,
If the propos~l of ledoux is accepted,
imm.ediately asked: can or does the "integrated"
within the host cell?
report that bacterial
thesis

of bacterial

Stroun,

the question

is

DNAhave expression

Anker, Gahan, Rossier,

DNAtaken up by tomato plants
messenger lliJA, with a coincident

and Greppin (1971)
directs
decrease

the synin the

synthesis

of plant messenger RNA. However, this

only when the DNAwas released

:from whole bacteria.

being treated

with a suspension

with purified

bacterial

was "integrated"
detected,

effect

of bacteria,

DNAin their

and replicated

was noticed

v-.1hen,instead

the plants

experiments,

DNA

RNAsynthesis

was

mRNAthey observed

Although they claim that the bacterial

was made by the plant cell machinery and not by whole bacteria,
control

and their

coworkers might be explained

DNA(Pelc,

1972).

DNA, stable

genetic

He pointed out that there

excess DNA. Pelc (1972) reported

(1972) that if the foreign
as metabolic

to the purified

a molecule of metabolic

et. al,

(1971).

of the bacterial

primary and secondary structures

He suggested
by the host cell
and trans-

DNAmight "slip

DNAto account for

Nevertheless,

(1971), that cellular

DNAof the bacteria.

per day of

to lmow how many OOA

in" with the genetic

are required,

it appears

components in
at least

for

DNA.

The claim o:f Ledoux, Stroun,

the plant cell,

initially

active.

large amount of

that it could be replicated

the data of Ledoux and his colleagues
of Stroun,

two kinds of

that one to three percent

DNA. It would be interesting

molecules would have to "slip

transcription

a relatively

DNAwere regarded

cribed to RNA. Occasionally,

from the report

are actually

and muscle is expendable.

DNA, it is likely

in" with the genetic

of metabolic

DNAwhich is metabolically

DNAand labile

DNAin mouse liver

of Ledoux, Stroun,

by the hypothesis

It is known that higher organisms contain

addition

more

experiments need to be made.
S. R. Pelc has suggested that the results

the total

of

were treated

the bacterial

but no bacterial

4

and their

colleagues

that the

of the :foreign DNAare maintained

is based almost entirely

on the evidence of its

within

density.

5
The presence of a DNAcomponent at the proper density
uptake which disappears
iate density
clusion.
clusion

with the occurrence

and reappears

with sonication

However, it would certainly
with other evidence.

bacterial

The experiments

of material

be helpful

activity"

barley.

of the "integrated"

research

DNAretained

"integrated"

here involve a system well defined
the uptake of bacterial

In order to allow the assay of "biological

DNA, the source of the foreign

tained

DNA, and reisolated

capable of transforming

the DNAhas maintained
"integration."

its biological

Furthermore,

in that process,

the hypothesis

Bacillus

DNAwhich has been taken up by barley

into barley

host DNA, is still

activity?

its biological

chosen to be an organism capable of transformation,
Thus, if B. subtilis

was to

and to answer the questions

by Ledoux and Huart (1968a, b, 1969), that is,
DNAinto germinating

at an intermed-

to confirm that con-

The purpose of this

presented

after

argues well for that con-

supply new data to confirm that conclusion
has the "integrated"

shortly

DNAwas
subtilis.
seedlings,

from the plant with the
a

fu..subtilis

activity

if the biological

that data adds further

mutant, then

through the process of
activity

has been main-

evidence in support of

that the primary and secondary structures

have remained

unchanged.
The transforming
nized by its transfer

ability

of a genetic

The mutant used in these experiments
After transformation

DNA can be recog-

of the B. subtilis
characteristic
requires

by wild type !h_ subtilis

to a mutant organism.
tryptophan

for growth.

DNA,however, it can grow

on a minimal medium without tryptophan.
In these

experiments many of the techniques

Huart (1968a, 1969) for uptake of foreign

of Ledoux and

DNAby barley have been

used.

However, the method of isolation

is different
detail

from their

method.

of DNAfrom the barley

The following

the methods used and the results

sections

outline

of these experiments.

6
seedlings

in

II.

MATERIALSAND METHODS

Materials
Bacterial

were provided by Dr. James L. Farmer,

strains

Brigham Young University.
clease

Lysozyme, ribonuclease

I were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.

specific

activity,

27.5 mC/rriH,was purchased from Calatomic;

methyl-JH, specific
5-bromouracil

A, and deoxyribonu14
Thymidine-2- c,

activity,

thymidine-

20 C/rri!.1,from New England Nuclear;

and 5-bromodeoxyuridine,

from Calbiochem.

Cesium chloride,

optical

grade, was obtained from Harshaw Co.; and the scintillation

fluors,

2,5-diphenyloxazole

(PPO) and 1,4-bis

(2-(4-methyl-5-phenyl-

oxazolyl)

benzene (di-Me-POPOP), from Nuclear Chicago,

Isolation

of DNA
---

Deoxyribonucleic
subtilis

strain

acid (DNA)was isolated

2J, wild ty-pe, and strain

from Bacillus

168, thymine-requiring,

the method of Harmur (1961) ommitting the isopropanol
In the preparation

the frozen roots

then allowed to

by the procedure of Bendich and McCarthy (1970).

Because of the small amount of starting
step was usually

seedlings,

one gram) were ground with dry ice

and sand to a fine powder in a mortar and pestle,
thaw and treated

precipitation,

of DNAfrom the roots of barley

(approximately

orr.itted,

7

material,

by

the ribonuclease

8

Uptake of DNAand radioactive
labels~
barley embryos
Barley seeds, Bonneville
hour, peeled,

distilled

removing approximately

petri

The seeds were then partially

one-half

ular to the longitudinal

perpendic-

care not to damage

seeds were placed cut side down in open

in a humid atmosphere,

48 hours so that contact

radioactive

label

or sterile

water.

watch glasses

'Whenthe barley

If radioactive

label

and covered with sterile,

water-

When no radioactivity

1-rere placed between sterile,

seedlings

growth

to 25 pl of thymidine-2- 14c,

paper towels for 48-72 hours.

used, the seedlings

was to the endosperm

Uptake of DNAwas followed by

was used, the embryos were transferred

5 pC/r.ril,in individual

and in the dark, for 12-

with the DNAsolution

only (Ledoux and Huart, 1969).

saturated

wet

each seed in a pool (25-30 pl) of water or DNAsolution

at room temperature,

on either

several

sectioned,

of the endosperm by cutting

axis of the seed and taking

Groups of thirty

dishes,

rinsed

water and sprouted between sterile,

paper towels 11-1J hours.

the embryo.

were soaked in water one

in 3.5% NaOCl for JO minutes,

sterilized

times with sterile

variety,

was

wet paper towels.

were four days old, the roots were harvested

and frozen.
Preparati~
of labelled
bacterial
DNA
B. subtilis

strain

168, thymine-requiring,

in 500 r.rils of Penassa.y broth (Difeo),

centrif'uged

was grown ovemight
and resuspended in

500 rris of the growth medium of Anagnostopoulos and Spizizen
supplemented with J pg/~i thymine, and added to 4.50 liters
same medium pre-heated
exponential

to 37°c.

The bacteria

growth phase, then diluted

(1961)

of the

were grown to late

with 5.00 liters

of the growth

9

medium containing

40 pg/r.ril 5-bromouracyl,

and 1.5 mC (0.018

mg

Figure 1.)
the cells

total)

40 pg/r.ril 5-bromodeoxyuridine,

thymidine-methyl-3H.

(See growth curve,

.After almost three hours of growth in the labelled
were harvested

by centrifugation

compounds

and the DNAisolated.

Analysis E,l density
gradient centrifugation
Each DNAsample was diluted
NaCl, 0,0015M Na citrate,
polyallomer

centrifuge

top with mineral oil,

to a total

mixed with CsCl (1.25 g/r.ril), placed in a
tube which was then filled

and centrifuged

Three or six

to within 2 mmof the

in a SW50Lrotor,

20°c, in a Beckman model LJ-40 preparative
mately 63 hours,

of J.O mls with 0.015M

at J0,000 rpm,

ultracentrifuge

drop fractions

for approxi-

were collected

by piercing

the bottom of the tube with a twenty-gauge needle and pumping the contents

from the bottom of the tube with a peristaltic

was determined by reading immediately the refractive
fractions

with a Bausch and Lomb refractometer

Density was calculated

1 250

=- 10,8601

the refractive

1l -

from refractive

lJ.4974,

index (Ifft,

Fractions

index using the relation

lation

at 25°c and 1\.is

Voet, and Vinograd, 1961).

to which 0.5 ml of water had been added were analyzed
recording

to be counted for radioactivity

0. 6 ml O. OHr HCl at 72°c for 2 0 minutes,
solvent"

index of selected

held at 25.0 ±. 0.1°c.

where f is the density

for absorbance at 260 nm in a Gilford
Fractions

pump. The gradient

spectrophotometer.

were partially

hydrolyzed

then added to 10 mls "Bray's

(Bray, 1960) and counted in a Packard TriCarb liquid
Spectrometer.

Fractions

assayed for transforming

Scintil-

ability

were

not diluted.
When three-drop

fractions

in

were collected,

alternate

fractions

1G

.90
.80
.70
.60
.50

.40
.30

-...

e

C
0

::,

.20

-a

"
e

0
0

an .10
.09
.08
►
I- .07
U)
z .06
LI.I .05
0
-' .04

-a. .03
<(

(J

I-

0

.02

_____,./0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

GROWTH TIME ( HOURS)
Figure

1.

Growth of strain

168 thy !h_ subtilis

on 5-brornodeoxyuridine.

The bacteria were grown on a minimal level of thymine lllltil
late exponential growth phase, then diluted 1:1 ~to a medium containing
(See
a high concentration
of 5-brornodeoxyuridine and H-thymidine.
"Materials and Methods.")

11

were analyzed for absorbance
ing fractions

and/or radioactive

assayed for transforming

Assay for transforming

ability

168 E:E2to tryptophan

Wilson (1967) omitting

By this

were transformed
Usually,
appropriate
Spizizen
but,

subtilis

by their

at saturating

Trans-

with deoxyribonuclease.

growth on a minimal medium without

0.02% of the original

method, typically

concentrations

samples were plated

dilution

to transform!!:_

independence by the method of Bott and

the treatment

formants were recognized
tryptophan.

and the remain-

ability.

Samples were assayed for ability
strain

counts,

culture

of transforming

by spreading

0.1

DNA.

ml of the

on the minimal medium of Anagnostopolous

and

(1961) which contained all of the amino acids except tryptophan;

occa.sionally,

for increased

by adding the entire
Characterization

one-ml transforming

a "pour plate

0

was ma.de

mixture to melted agar.

of DNA

Quantitative
preparations

sensitivity,

estimation.--Quantitative

was made using the diphenylamine

estimation
reaction

of DNA

as modified

by Burton (1956).
DNase treatment.--Aliquots
lyzed with deoxyribonuclease
mixture contained

of DNApreparations

I (E.c.3.1.4.5).

were ~ydro1-

A one-ml reaction

15-J0 pg DNA, 10 mmoles ~fgC12 , and

the following:

20-40 Kunitz uni ts of Dlfase I.
Sonication.--

DNAsolutions

in 0.015M NaCl, 0.0015M Na citrate
at 100 watts for approximately

1850.

at a concentration
were subjected

or· 10-JO pg/ml

to ultrasonic

45 seconds in a Bronson Sonifier

radiation
Model

III.

RESULTS

Studies with 1mlabelled
DNA
bacterial
Figure 2A shows a typical
from four-day-old
with published

1967)

roots.

(Szybalski,

1960).

of DNAisolated

1.702 g/cm3, agrees well

(Bendich and McCarthy, 1970; Ledoux and Huart,

values.

from wild type Bacillus

of 1. 703 (~/cm3, which agrees
Lorkiewicz,

Opara-Kubinska,

J.n this

profile

The density,

Figure 2E shows DNAprepared

at a density

values

barley

density

figure,

with the published
Ephrati-Elizur,

as in the othe:r· figures

for locating

For this

reason,

bands and determining

absorbance

and Zamenof,

are high compared

data were not reliable

densities.

On

by their

ability,

these data were used in locating

the determ.ination

alone.

it is impossible
In these

of barley

by its

transforming

ability

part

The barley

transforming

subtilis

bands and for

DMAare very

between the two by density

the uptake of the bacterial

biological

activity.

in DNAisolated

of the !h_ subtilis
The results

and~

to distinguish

experiments,

be indicated

that

or their

of density.

Since the densities
similar,

radioactivity

the other hand, bands

of DNAwere well-defined
and, therefore,

value

sho;..n, the absorbance

are very low and the background fluctuations

to peak heights.

subtilis

That is,

from barley

DNAwas to

the presence
roots

of

would indicate

genome had been taken up by the barley.

of these

embryos were treated

experiments

are represented

as described
12

in "Materials

in Figure

JA.

and Methods"
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Figure J. Density analysis o:f DNAisolated
uptake of B. subtilis
DNA.

60

70

80

:from barley

90

roots

a:fter

Embryos were treated with B. subtilis
DNAfor 14 hours, then
14c-thymidine for 72 hours.
(See "Jv".iaterials and Methods.")
Density
gradient fractions
showed no trans:forming ability whatever.
B: Control:
A mixture of barley DNAand B. subtilis
mu. The barley DNAis 1n
ten-fold excess.
•····· •·· • • •·• absorbance, 260 nm; JC-X--1'
radioactivity
( 14c), counts per minute minus background; .&-4-4
transforming
!:!:B2transforruants per milliliter.
ability,

15
with wild type£!.. subtilis

DNAat a concentration

Although the period of DNAuptake was varied
transforming

ability

obtained

DNA. The control,

of a mixture of !h_ subtilis

of one to ten by weight.

is approximately

DNAand barley

The number of transformants

an order of magnitude less than that expected

DNApresent.

on the basis of the amount of transforming
of

from 12 to 48 hours,

was never found in the barley

shown in Figure JB, consists

DNAin a ratio

of 510 ~g/rril.

(See discussion

F'igure 4 below. )
It is a well-known phenomenon in transformation

when the concentration
transforming

DNAcompetitively

number of DNApieces,

affect

non-

the uptake of transforming

DNA.

when that number is exceeded, non-transforming

DNAbecomes a competitive

greatly

inhibits

level,

that

if each bacterium can take up only a certain

That is to say that,

of bacterial

DNAis at a saturating

of total

studies

inhibitor

(Hayes, 1964).

and barley DNAin these experiments,
the detection

of bacterial

The relative
therefore,

amounts

could

DNAby its transforming

ability.
Figure 4 shows transformation
Curve A shows a saturation
transforming

micrograms of transforming

barley

B. subtilis

further

addition

the total

this

phenomenon.

one microgram of
ability

of ten milli-

DNAin the presence of varying

Dl'JA. There is no inhibition

DNA. However, after

ating level,

at approximately

Curve B shows the transforming

mIA.

amounts of barley

level

data illustrating

at low concentrations

of

amount of DNAreaches the satur-

of barley DNAcauses the inhibition

of

transformation.
These data explain -whythe control,
transforming

ability.

The centrifuge

Figure JB, shows a lowered

tube contained

a total

of 2.5 pg
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Figure 4, Transforming ability
of B. subtilis
of 1h_ subtilis
DNAand barley DNA. -

10

4

10

wild type DNAand mixtures

A: The relation between concentration
of transforming DNAand
the number of :!:.!:.E2
transformants
obtained,
The number of transformants
per milliliter
at the plateau corresponds to 0,021, of the viable bacteria
in the original culture.
B: Competitive inhibition
of the uptake of transforming B.
~ubtilis
DNAby barley DNA, ~ach assay contained 10 mµg of ~ subillis
fr•lA plus the amount of barley LNAshown by the abscissa.
This data agrees
l-,ith Hayes (1964) who shows increasing inhibition
after the concentration
of total mJA roach0s the pl.:itcau level. or !;:.i.turatino; concentration.

!h_ subtilis

DNAand 25 ug barley

into ten to fifteen
a saturating
olation

level

the average fraction

of DNAand inhibition

of these data

contained

was observed.

and consideration

of the total

of one-tenth
that

fractions,

of the fact

DNArepresented

DNAextracted

from barley,

its

been detected

in these experiments.

more than

From an extrapthat an average

DNAmight be found in one fraction,

if the !!.:_.subtilis

17

DNA. Since the amount was divided

it appears

less than 0.1% of the total

transforming

ability

could not have

Studies with labelled
bacterial
DNA
In order to be able to detect

as less than O.1%of the total,
(3H) and a density

label

profile

of this

DNAcontaining

(bromouracil

prepared from B. subtilis,
density

for radioactivity

in "Materials

runs.

assay was approximately

the DNAis quite heterogeneous
heterogeneity

is easily

both a radioactive

.JllA is shown in Figure

measurements.

with respect

5.

one-half

of low levels

during the labelling

period.

considering

ultrasonic

radiation,

profile

figure

that

However, this

(1) the relatively

short

compounds, (2) the de(see Figure 1), and

of thymine as well as bromouracil

The degree of heterogeneity
by the density

is a

of the amount used

to density.

creased growth rate in the presence of the labels

indicated

This figure

The

The amount of DNAused for

in the labelled

(.3) the availability

label

and Methods."

It is obvious from this

understood

time of growth of the bacteria

DNAif it were present

in the place of thymine) was

as described

composite of data from two centrifuge
the transformation

bacterial

of the preparation

of the DNAafter

shown in Figure 6.

is further

fragmentation

From these data,

by

there appear

18
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DNA.

DNAcontaining a radioactive
and a density label isolated from
~ subtilis
grown in the presence of tritiated
thymidine and 5-bromodeoxyuridine,
See Figure 1.
•··· .. •·······• absorbance, 260 nm; ,c-,c-1<
radioactivity
(3H), counts per ten minutes minus background (mean deviation=
27);
•-•-•
transforming ability,
!:!:£2transforroants per milliliter;
0-0-odensity,
grams per cubic centimeter.
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Density analysis

aliquot
jected to ultrasonic
sity shown.
An

background
centimeter.

20

25 30

of "heavy"~

subtilis

1.700
►

t:

I

L&OO

35

DNAafter

sonication.

of the DNApreparation shown in Figure 5 was subradiation and fragmented into small pieces of den-

>l-x--><
radioactivity
= 27);
(mean deviation

(JH),

a-a-o

counts

per ten minutes minus
density,
grams per cubic

to be segments which are partially

substituted

with bromouracil

20
(bands

at 1,715, 1,730, 1,762, 1,770 g/cmJ) as well as segments which are
completely heavy, half-heavy

(one strand heavy),

and unlabelled

at 1,785, 1,742, and 1,703 g/cm3, respectively),
with the densities

reported

by Szybalski,

1,742, and 1,703 g/cm3, respectively.
cm3 most probably represent
or A-BUcontent,

activity,

diphenylamine data,

The bands at 1,685 and 1,807 g/

short segments of high A-T and high G-C

figures,

the DNAis also labelled

ability

in Figure 7,

identical

report

of Ephrati-Elizur

counting and

in terms of

of millimicrograms

of DNA, is

of DNA(labelled
ability,

graph with Figure 4A shows
and unlabelled)

B, subtilis

of the tryptophan

Barley embryos were treated

These data agree with the

marker.

with labelled

DNAat 190· ~g/ml for the remainder of 24 hours,
respectively,

and water for 72 hours,

The DNAthat was subsequently

embryos was analyzed by cesium chloride
These data are found in Figure 8,
distributed

among several

different

of

DNAdoes not significantly

DNAat a concentration

of 150 pg/ml for 1, 3, and 9 hours followed by unlabelled

Methods")

are essen-

and Zamenof (1959) that the incorporation

into transforming

transformation

15 hours,

with tritium.

DNA, expressed

Comparison of this

in transfor~.ing

tially

of this

as a function

that the two preparations

affect

(1960) of 1.776,

is 6760 decomposition/minute/microgram.

transformants/milliliter

bromouracil

al,

determined from scintillation

The transforming

illustrated

et,

compare

resepctively.

As shown by these

Its specific

The latter

(bands

isolated
density

In each case,

that is,

!h_ subtilis

23, 21, and

(See "Materials

and

from the roots of the
gradient

centrifugation.

the radioactivity

bands, the densities

was

of which agree

21
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B. SUBTILIS DNA

!h

subtilis

DNA.

The number of~
transformants
as a function of the concentration of transforming Di'IA. The data has been normalized to correspond
to transformants
amounting to 0.02% of the viable bacteria in the origlevels of unlabelled transforming DNA.
j_nal culture at saturating
Compare with figure 4.
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40
from barley

roots

13-hour barley embryos were treated with labelled B. subtilis
DNAfor A, 1 hour; B, J hours; and C, 9 hours; followed by unlabelled
~ subtilis
DNAfor 23, 21, and 15 hours respectively
and water for 72hours.
(See "Materials and Ivk3thods.")
•
•
• radioactivity
(3H), counts per ten minutes minus
background (mean deviation=
26); 0--0--0
density,
g/cm3.
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quite well from one preparation

to another,

although the amounts in each

band vary considerably.
The transforming
is shown in Figure 9B.
transforming

ability

ability

of one of these three preparations

It is readily

noted that

correspond in density

but not in relative

1.690, and 1.675 g/cm3 transforming

ability

is completely

for the absence of transforming

these three bands is that these bands do not contain

!h, subtilis
ability

DNA. However, it is also possible

is hidden by inhibition

found in this area.

several

aliquots

positions
case •

of the density

smaller

ity in the largest

preparation.

preparations

barley

DNAwhich is

of Figure 4 above.)
preparation,

have been centrifuged

and the

scale assays have indicated

transforming

band (1.730 g/cm3 ) of the one-hour-treated

The correspondence

and verification

in every

the only complete data on trans-

ation and in the six bands of transforming
treated

in

transforming

bands have proven to be reproducible

.Although Figure 9B represents

forming ability,

ability

transforming

of the three-hour-treated

of each preparation

absent.

that their

by the unlabelled

(See discussion

With the exception

size

and (2) that in the bands at 1.705,

with the bands of radioactivity,

The obvious explanation

(1) the bands of

of duplicate

activity

abil-

prepar-

of the nine-hour-

between the three different
analysis

for more than half

of the data allow one to conclude that the banding of radioactivity,
though some what surprising,
recovered from the barley
An

by the barley

is genuine,
tissue

and that the B. subtilis

has retained

attempt was made to quantitate
the radioactivity
by sl.lilllTD.ng

its

transforming

the labelled

ability.

DNAtaken up

in each centrifuge

comparing that data to the microgram amount of total

DNA

tube and

DNAin the sample.
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uptake of labelled !h_ subtilis

25

30

of DNAisolated
DNA.

35

40

~

~

from barley

roots

after

1J-hour barley treated for 9 hours with labelled B. subtilis
DNA, 15 hours with unlabelled DNA, and 72 hours with water-. A: For
comparison, radioactivity
and absorbance of density fractions
(See Figure
BC.). B: Transforming ability of density fractions.
x--x-><
radioactivity
(JH), counts per ten minutes minus
•··..... •· ..... • absorbance, 260 run;
background (mean deviation == 26 );
•
•
• transforming ability,
E:.Eztransforrnants per milliliter;
a-o-o
density, grams per cubic centimeter.
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There was no significant
considering

difference

the precision

radioactivity

between the three

of the calculation.

corresponded

using the proportionality

that the bacterial

It is not surprising,

but not transforming

of radioactivity

that

of barley

DNAfrom Escherichia

coli,

of

associated

from transforming

with the incorporation

an aliquot

to Figure BC and represents

parison.

At densities

artifact

I (E.C.J.1.4.5)

is found in Figure 10A. The dotted

identical

similar
prepar-

The data from

line in the figure

is

the same amount of DNAfor com-

above 1.705 g/cm3 , the radioactivity

within the mean deviation,

In order

from the treated-barley

of the nine-hour-treated

with deoxyribonuclease

decreased.

of radioactive

by Counts and F'lamm (1966).

was indeed DNAand not a carbohydrate

to the one they observed,

considerably

labelled

less than 0.1% of the total.

to determine whether the banded radioactivity

control

made by Ledoux (1965)

made from the data in Figure 4 that

thymine •into rnIA has been reported

this

on the basis

of the

.An artifact

ation was treated

o.5i

while the quantitation

DNArepresented

DNApreparations

the

do not agree.

roots which had taken up tritium

with the estimate

Characterization
density bands

o.oJi of

DNArepresented

the two quantitations

agrees with the estimate

the B. subtilis

to micrograms

to note that the quantitation

from autoradiography

ability,agrees

data,

since three bands showed radioactivity

ability,

However, it is interesting

the

to the transformation

of the number of transformants

of DNA, it was estimated
total.

In each case,

0.5%of the total DNA.

to approximately

However, when the same method was applied

preparations,

is generally

and though the band at 1.780 remains,
However, the low density

bands at 1.670,

it is
1.660,
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Figure 10. Characterization
barley roots.

15 20

25

of labelled

30

35

B. subtilis

40

~

45

DNAtaken up by

As Density profile of DNAextracted from barley roots treated
for nine hours with labelled bacterial
DNA, after DNase treatment.
(See
"Materials and Methods.")
Dotted line:
for comparison, the same DNA
preparation before DNase treatment.
(See Figure 8C.)
Ba Density profile of DNAextracted from barley roots treated
DNA,after sonication.
(See "Materfor one hour with labelled bacterial
ials and Methods.")
Dotted line:
for comparison, the same DNApre8A.)
paration before sonication.
(See Fi~e
•
•
• radioactivity
(3H), counts per ten minutes minus
background {mean deviation=
26); a
a
D density,
grams per cubic
centimeter.

and 1.627 g/cm3 appear to be resistant
either

non-nucleic

acid material

27

to the enzyme and might be

or nucleic

acid protected

in some·way

from the action of DNase r.
Figure 10B shows the density
treated

preparation

after

profile

ultrasonication.

of DNAfrom the one-hourThe dotted

line is identical

to Figure 8A and represents

the same amount of DNAbefore ultrasonication.

If the banded radioactivity

in Figure 8 is bacterial

"integrated"

into barley DNA as ledoux has suggested

1968a), then the density

DNAthat has been
(.Iedoux. and Huart,

of the band will be intermediate

bacterial

DNAand the barley

DNA,and ultrasonication

densities

of the bands to a pattern

similar

to that of the

will shift

to the original

the

DNAprepar-

ation.
It is apparent from Figure 10B that the densities
have been shifted,

thus supporting

However, the pattern
pattern

o:f Ledoux and Huart.

shown in Figure 10B does not resemble the density

of the labelled

(See Figure 6.)

the hypothesis

of the bands

B. subtilis

DNAas well as might be expected.

The bands at 1.737 and 1.720 g/cmJ presumably corre-

spond to the bands at 1. 745 and 1. 730 g/ cm3 in Figure 6, but the deviation in densities
nique.

is greater

A more striking

relative
densities
gradient

heights

than would be expected using this

difference,

of the peaks.

are 1m.1chlarger

in

The peaks at 1.780 g/cm3 and at low

compared to the peaks in the middle of the

than they are in Figure 6.

although the gradient

It should be noted here also that,

in Figure 6 does not go below 1.670 g/cm3, in

another experiment where labelled
sonication,

however, is the di:fference

tech-

!h_ subtills

DNAwas subjected

to ultra-

small peaks did appear at 1.665, 1.645, and. 1.625 g/c.,;3, but

they were very small compared to the peaks around 1.703 g/czn3, the com-

28
bined area of the three representing
.Another interesting
Figure 8 is that
well,

than 10% of the total •

and unexpected feature

although the densities

the relative

patterns

was prepared from the data in

of the bands correspond

Figure 8.

grams for each tube.

generally

DNA. The radioactivity
densities

appear to increase

seem to decrease

Figure 11

'fhe area of each peak was
DNAcontent

As seen in the figure,

and high density

quite

In order to

from these three experiments,

and the data normalized to a total

integrated

of the data in

sizes of the bands vary considerably.

compare the shifting

density

less

of 10 micro-

some of the bands at low
while the middle bands

with longer period of exposure to labelled

in the first

preparation

is concentrated

higher than 1.705 g/cm3, k>hile the radioactivity

preparation

seems to be more evenly distributed,

preparation

is found generally

at either

at

in the second

and that in the third

high or low density.
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1.783 1.770 1.760 1.742 1.728 1.716 1.704 1.6871.675 1.648

Figure 11. Relative density pattems of labelled
up by barley roots over varying amounts of time.

!h, subtilis

DNA
taken

Radioactive counts in the various density bands ot three DNA
preparations (see Figure 8) were integrated and normalized to 10 ug of·
barley DNA. The units are arbitrary and merely show the relative amounts
of radioactivity
in each band. \\here bands varied by· a few ten thousanths of a g/cm3, the density shown is the average of the three.
Since
the integration was only approximate, these data may vary by 10 percent.

IV. DISCUSSION

Limits, assumptions,~
precision of the experiments
As was mentioned in the introduction,
based on the work reported
uptake of bacterial

reported

taken as assumptions

here,

roots

several

than the shoots,

and in younger seedlings
and Huart,
radioactive

preserved

DNA, the radioactivity

of the foreign

(i.e.

72 hours)

the radioactivity

to the densities

of the foreign

amount of time.

DNA, whereas,

process

Based on these

were

conclusions

1969) reported

(2) the integrity

1968a, 1969) observed that

the "integration"*

upon which their

in the roots

than in older ones.

istic

conclusions

is much more pronounced in the

and also that

used was better

of their

somewhat the scope

They (Ledoux and Huart,

(1) the uptake of radioactivity

DNAmolecules

that

In order to limit

and the experiments

were based were not repeated.
that

were

by Ledoux and Huart (1968a, 1969) on the

DNAby barley.

of the experiments

these experiments

a short

of the foreign
than in the shoots

Furthermore,
time after

they (Ledoux
uptake of

was found at the density

character-

after

of time

an extended period

was found at a density
DNAand the barley

intermediate

m:A. They concluded

was not immediate but required
conclusions,

the experiments

a certain

reported

*Throughout this writing the terms "integration"
and "recombinant form" have been used. Since the fate of exogenous DNAin barley
roots is not understood, these terms do not refer to the classical
recombination model but simply refer back to the terms used by Ledoux.
The term "integration"
is used in this context to indicate that the
exogenous DNAhas been permanently fixed within the cell and the term
"recombinant" refers to the model proposed by Ledoux and Huart (1968a).

JO

for uptake;
less

(2) the barley

72 hours after

until

Also pertinent
experiments
sonicated
weight,

to these

DNA, barley

double-stranded
In these

·contained

and examined

uptake.
are a series

DNA, or water,

of control

Denatured or ultra-

instead

of high molecular

DNA, were taken up by the barley

The labelled

was observed only when high molecular

material
weight,

1.702 g/cm3

at intermediate

den-

double-stranded

DNAwas taken up,
from the density

section

usually

culated

from the refractive

the minimum mean deviation

is generally

Exceptions

to this

mean deviation

consistent

level

transformed

with this

of the radioactivity

at saturating

in every case showed

estimations

by

the data

of precision.
below.

The

based on the square

per ten minutes.

showed 0,02% of the viable

no colonies

The

bacteria

and the "minus DNA"con-

whatever.

of DNA

l.<'romthe experiments
that

will be discussed

DNAconcentrations,

the average

determined

noted that

estimation

data presented,

cal-

reflects

in density

is 25-J0 counts

assay reproducibly

Quantitative
taken~

Since the density

It is readily

of precision

root of the background counts,
transformation

show in the "Results"

index of these fractions

method would be 0,0025 g/cm3.

presented

gradients

had a width of 0.005 g/cm3,

of the fraction,

estimated

DNAwhen

only the endogenous DNAat density

label.

The fractions

trol

were not harvested

experiments

bacterial

cases,

radioactive

bacterial

this

with foreign

performed by Ledoux and Huart (1968a),
bacterial

embryos.

sity

embryos were treated

than one day old, and (3) the roots

for "integration"
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were examined

way: (1) only the roots

here were set up in the following

with unlabelled

the amount of foreign

bacterial

DNA, it was

DNAtaken up by the barley

embryos

represented
tation

less

than 0,1% of the total

of transforming

activity

tative

original

disagreement

figure.

Obviously,

for identification

that

that

the DNAhas a certain

been maintained.
presence

in which radioactivity

cell

would be present

DNA; (2) the bacterial

denatured
short
affects
then,

its

biological

segments so that

that

the estimate
ability.

is a threshold

transforming
the es.timation

ability

circumstances

implies

structure

has
only the

can be imagined

but transforming

ability

within

absent.

the barley

into endogenous
and does

DNAhas not been

into endogenous DNAas relatively
of barl~y

DNAsegments adversely

assay in some way.
based on radioactivity
Furthermore,

concentration

It is not too surprising,
is higher

as is illustrated

of transforming

is not detected.

from transformation

DNAhas been divided

secondary

(3) the bacterial

the presence

the transformation

its

ability

but has been denatured

activity;

criterion

is the more limiting

has been reincorporated

DNAis intact

in the

and by transforming

DNAhas been digested

but has been integrated

on transforming
there

Several

label

the apparent

on the other hand, indicates

label.

and the radioactive

not retain

size and that

(1) the foreign

that

DNA. Transforming

Radioactivity,

of the tritium

For example,

ability

of the foreign

while the quanti-

due to the difference

by radioactivity

transforming

DNA,

0,5%, seems to be contrary

is primarily

is,

The quanti-

with labelled

estimate,

~owever, it is probable

in these figures

methods of detection,
ability.

original

in terms of radioactivity,

estimation

to that

DNAin the barley.

in the experiments

0,03%, is in agreement with this
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Therefore,

than that

based

in Figure 4,

DNAbelow which
it is possible

that

data is low because the transforming

among so many different

bands.

"Integration"

~

the foreign

JJ

DNA
and Huart (1968a, 1969) ;report

Expected results.--Ledoux
their

"integrated"

intermediate
ever,

bacterial

DNAis found in a single

to the densities

the intermediate

of

the bacterial

bands shown in their

is called

heterogeneity

of density

by Ledoux and Hu.art, that

cesium chloride

density

gradient

of barley

sequences

is indicated

be the same in each "recombinant
Based on their
gration

process,

with labelled

of the barley

further

broaden the band.

ability

of the "recombinant"

to the amount of bacterial
the data presented
ways: (1) rather
tivity
density;

if

sequences would not necessarily

the "integrated"

presented
bacterial
of the~

here
DNAwould
subtilis

DNA(1.718 and 1.702 g/cm3, respec-

of the original!:!!_

subtilis

DNAwould only

One would also expect the transforming
DNAin each band to be roughly proportional
DNAindicated

here are contrary

by its

narrow,

to these expected

discreet

(2) the bands of radioactivity

region between the

£h.subtilis

lower and at higher

densities;

and barley

However,

radioactivity.

than in one broad continuum of density,

is found in several

form," as it

since the relative

be found in a broad band between the average density

The heterogeneity

DNAalone.

is to be expected

in the experiments

DNAthat

tively).

quite

and again assuming a random inte~

one would predict

DNAand the density

How-

molecule."

experiments

B. subtilis

DNA's.

by a broad band in

centri.fugation,

and bacterial

band

DNAor barley

in the "recombinant

one assumes a random mechanism for integration,
lengths

and barley

data are usually

broad compared to the bands shown for bacterial
The apparent

density

that

results

in several

the radioac-

bands of characteristic

are not limited

to the density

DNAbut are found both at

(J) the size of the bands at higher

densities

implies

that

DNAhas been incorporated;
individual

and (4) the transforming

bands is not proportional
Banded pattern

that these results

indicate

are artifactual

the presence

DNase treatment

contain

groups of barley

densities

in three

the separation

B. subtilis

labelled
structure
that

bacterial

experiments

DNA.

with different

Since the bands at low density

+,o DNase (Figure

they are non-DNA artifacts

by Counts and Flamm (1966).
label

1,632 g/cm3), these,
B. subtilis

less dense than either

DNA, one immediately

Since they are resistant

show both radioactive
(1,645,

and

of DNAinto bands nor the character-

DNAor the barley

assumption is that

reported

label

change with sonication,

and 1,635 g/cm3) are considerably

what they can be,
first

the bands

of the bands is merely coincidental.

1.648,

the labelled

separate

DNA. The

bands were found at the same densities

The bands at low density.-(1.675,

data confirm that

they are due to contaminating

embryos, discreet

that neither

densities

that,

subtilis

both the radioactive

and since their

l<"'urthermore, the fact

istic

labelled£!..

ruled out,
do, in fact,

these bands of radioactivity

of the original

it is very improbable that

implies

DNA.-- Although the possibility

and the transformation

ability

of the

has not been completely

DNA, and since they contain

transforming

ability

to the radioactivity.

of "integrated''

there is good evidence that

J4

amount of heavy !h, subtilis

a disproportionate

DNA.

10A), the
to those

However, since the data (Figure 9)

and transforming
at least,

ability

must contain

The question

or complex with B. subtilis

similar

asks

in two of the bands
some of the original

then becomes: what kind of

DNAwould lower its

density

to

degree?
Kung, Moscarello,

and Williams (1971) have suggested

that

low

density

DNAsatellites

DNAaggregates.

might be due to the formation

However, it is doubtful

ered more than 0.010 g/cm3 in this
very labile

to sonication

here the low density
fact,

are increased

ultrasonic

Finally,
subtilis

that the density

(Kung, et,

al.,

course,

would be

In the data presented

1971).

to sonication,

in size when the "integrated"

but, in

DNAis treated

with

of the labelled

!h_

(Figure 10B).

it is possible

that

the density

DNAhas been lowered by the attachment

of low density.

3.5

would be low-

case and the aggregate

bands are not sensitive

radiation

of four-stranded

The most probable cellular

would be protein.

of some type of molecule

component in this

However, if the bands at low density

case, of
are due

·to a protein-DNA complex, the protein-DNA attachment would have to be
I
quite strong.
It would have to be strong enough to protect the nucleic
acid from the action of DNase, to resist
high salt

concentrations

A weak attraction

sonication,

and to survive

(CsCl) as well as the original

DNAisolation.

or an ionic bond could not be maintained

under these

conditions.
It is interesting
to increase
Perhaps,

and to shift

that the bands at low density
in density

there is also protein

higher density,

with sonication

attached

and when the DNAis sonicated,

whether protein

protective

is strongly

(Figure 10B).

to the DNAin the bands at

to small fragments and bands at low density.
raised

appear both

the protein
The question

bonded to the foreign

remains bound
is also
DNAas a

mechanism to permanently "turn off" those non-barley
The bands at high density.--Figure

Eh subtilis

one-fourth

of the original

yet figure

8 shows prominent density

6 indicates

DNAhas a density

genes,

that less than
above 1.750 g/om3

bands at 1,783, 1,770, 1.760,

and 1.742 g/cm3 obviously representing
radioactivity.

Furthermore,

more than one-fourth

of the

according to the recombination

model,

these bands contain

50-90% heavy !h._subtilis

Huart's

(1969) indicate

binant

experiments
form.

0

If the densities

)

DNAand barley

into these

II

but, rather,

raise

only one part of the labelled

profile

of the

it should be expected
(above 1.742) where

DNAcan be responsible

for densities

Thus, it should be expected that these high density

(1.780, 1.770, 1.760, 1.742 g/cm3) should disappear
the formation
the figure,

Although the dis-

density

conform to the model at high densities

that region.

recombinant forms."

another problem.

of this data with the original

to clearly

amount of

data (ii'igure 10B), however, do not confirm the

DNA(Figure 6) make it hard to interpret,

labelled

DNA,

DNA( the bands at 1 • 780 and 1. 807

g/ cm3 in .figure 6) has been integrated

similarities

!h_ subtilis

that a disproportionate

"heavy" !h_ subtilis

above conclusion

DNAin the "recom-

of these bands are due to the formation

then, these data seem to indicate

The sonication

(Ledoux and

DNA.

30-5oi bacterial

of a "recombinant" between the labelled

the completely
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on sonication

of fragments at 1.780 g/cm3 (or above).

these bands do disappear.

As

in
bands
with

is seen by

But the band that remains at

1,780 g/cm3 is not nearly large enough to account for all of the radioactivity
larger

in these four bands.

Although the band at 1,780 g/cm3 is

in comparison to the bands at 1. 702-1. 715 g/cmJ than in 1',igure 6,

when the new bands at low densities
it represents

a greater

The question
due to some factor
subtilis

fraction
then arises

are considered,

of the total

it is doubtful

radioactivity.

whether the high density

other than to the simple attachment

DNAto barley DNA. The possibility

that

bands can be

of heavy !h_

of the DNAbeing denatured

is refuted

by the deficiency

of high density

material

sonication.

is harder

to en-

of another

vision

case than in the case of the low density

the DNApresumably remains double stranded
data),

the attachment

structure

ru~A
or

of

if the DNAexisted

pected to have a greatly
Transforming
Figure 9 that
to its

different

ability

determinations
have already

dividual

bands.

1.702 g/cm3.

been denatured,
be denatured.

If,

Since there

which influences

the "integrated"

is no further

with the quantitative

0

recornbinant
molecules

estim-

label

ability.
process,

to in-

has been re-

DNAshould be found only at

data to indicate

DNAhas
band would

a reason for

one can only assume that

of the "integrated"

itstransforming

to a non-random "integrating"
in a

ability

of the DNAin any one density

observed here,

is something in the nature

sequences

and by transforming

in the

on the other hand, the B. subtilis

presumably all

the non-proportionality

differences

to apply those considerations

endogenous DNA, that

simply

data also indicates

The inherent

For example, if the radioactive

into

data reflects

then this

in connection

However it is difficult

density

of each band is not proportional

of DNAby radioactivity

ations.

incorporated

ability

process.

been discussed

Even

dense.

density.

~enes present,

a non-random "integration"

multistranded

the hybrid would not be ex-

Thus, if the transformation

the number of tryptophan

Since

of banded DNA.--It is obvious from

the transforming

radioactivity.

would yielda

to be es:pecially

as a DNA-RNA
hybrid,

bands.

(because of the transformation

polysaccharide

which would not be expected
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after

The attachment
in this

type of cellular

material

form of the bacterial

Whether that
the influence

form" or some structural
cannot be determined.

there

effect

DNA

is due

of the barley
characteristic

0£

Departure
four important
according

from expected

results.--It

ways, the data presented

emphasized that
bination

is different

and Huart (1968a),

it is possible

tertiary

of the "integrated"

structure

differences

between these

are due to that

fact

tein

barley

from their

be susceptible

there

either

process,

in a non-random fashion
by which the tertiary
a definite

shift

more of the

and that

with proteases

protein

these

(1968a).

bound tightly

the

that

with that

the protein

would
bands

cannot be used in support

model.

one other

In any case,

process

by which the !h_ subtilis

(not a very satisfying
structure

Thus,

to the DNA,

and these low density

results

is at least

of the foreign

taking

the sonthese
places

DNAis integrated

hypothesis)

or a process

n:a is changed causing

in density.

of the_ "integrated"
segments

DNA

~

I:f the foreign

DlHt has been "integrated"

Ledoux and Huart model, the sonication
some information

experiments,

model of Ledoux and Huart (1968a) since

data do imply that

roots

and those of Ledoux and Huart

by protease

data is not consistent

a selection

in these

is bound covalently,

Nonetheless,

of the recombination

of DNAfrom barley

DNAis maintained

include

to digestion

would disappear.

that

DNAby treatment

even if it

recom-

For example, Ledoux and Huart remove pro-

if the bands at low density
it is likely,

their

from the method used by Ledoux

experiments

alone.

should be

contradict

Since the method for isolation

used in these experiments

from those expected

However, it

these data do not necessarily

model.

ication

here differ

to the work of Ledoux and Huart.
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in

has been shown that,

regarding

the size

data (Figure

according

to the

10B) should give

of the segments of !h_ subtilis

DNA

"integrated"

into the barley

it is unlikely
small,

that

DNA. Since the density

the segments are very small.

the bands would be expected

( Oppenheim and Riley,

1966).

If they were very

However, since the bands at 1. 737 and
well with the bands at

1,745 and 1.730 g/cm3 in Figure 6, it is possible
these two bands to lower density

subtilis

of sonication

fragments

DNA, and that,

therefore,

The size of fragments

still

weight after

J

about the absolute
Bands lacking

by sonication

ability

a matter

since,

on the basis

of conjecture,

explanation

6
close to 1x10

a determination
can be said

DNAsegments.

can be explained
transforming

of course,

that

region

section,

the fact

for a specific

density

in either

of two

DNA, and (2) the
inhibition

of the gradient.

It is

the two explanations

the two seem equally

likely.

might favor one or the

band •

DNAat a density

DNAfrom a large

that

and 1.675 g/cm3) do

to discuss

other circumstances

.for example, the barley
only be "trailing"

definite

Results"

of the data presented,

However, it is possible
other

0

DNAwhich is found in that

purely

and~

are not large

of the bands is masked by competitive

activity

of the barley

nothing

(1. 705, 1.690,

waysz (1) the bands do not contain
transforming

did not include

in the

some of the bands of radioactivity
transforming

the

both barley
segm~ts

of

activity

As has been mentioned

not exhibit

6 reflects

is usually

of the "integrated"

transforming

the shifting

produced by sonication.

sonication,

length

containing

the integrated

but since these experiments

of particle

that

compared to Figure

compared to the size of the fragments

daltons,

pattern

to widen but not to change density

1,720 g/cmJ in Figure 10B do not correspond

formation
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does shift,

of 1.675 g/cm3 should

peak and should be at quite

a low

concentration
transforming

(see Figures 1 and 2),
ability

It is less likely,
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then, that

in this band is being completely masked by

competition.
The bands at 1,705 and 1,690 g/cm3 would be right

under the

barley DNAand are the most likely

candidates

barley

the small amount of radioactivity

DNA,especially

considering

for inhibition

the

by

in

the 1,705 g/cm3 band.

However, since the band at 1,705 g/cmJ corre-

sponds to the density

of the endogenous barley DNA, it is also very

possible

that the radioactivity

that has been released

found there is actually

by digestion

of the foreign

tritium

label

DNAand reincorporated

into endogenous DNA,
It is an interesting
might correspond
and 2).

to the shoulder

in the barley

DNAband (see Figures

This shoulder has been observed in almost every preparation

barley DNAin these experiments.
due to a multistranded
et, al.,

that the band at 1.690 g/cm3

coincidence

It is possible

aggregate

similar

that the shoulder

of
is

to the one suggested by Kung,

(1971) for bean DNA. If so, it probably has no relationship
band at 1,690 g/cm3 since that band is not sensitive

to the radioactive

(Figure 10B). However, there is also the possibility

to sonication

that the shoulder represents
Although neither
mitochondrial

either

mitochondrial

has been characterized

DNAis usually

1966) and chloroplast

of density

DNA, 1,696-1,698

in barley,

but might still
be possible,

represent

for the plants

of radioactive

label,

studied,

1.706 g/cm3 (Suyama and Bonner,
g/cm'J (Kirk, 1970),

barley chloroplast

that the radioactive

DNA.

or chloroplast

(l,685-1.695) is at a low density compared to chloroplast

poration

1

The shoulder
DNA's reported,

DNA. Thus, it might also

band at 1.690 g/cm3 reflects

which was made available

incor-

by digestion

of
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the bacterial

DNA, into chloroplast

Finally,
activity

it should be emphasized again that

were present

bacterial

DNA.

in these bands,

DNAstrongly

suggest

that

if transforming

the experiments

with unlabelled

the transformation

would not be

observed.
Effect of the period
labelled DNA
The fact
roots

of barley

that

important

for one, three,

one immediately

DNA taken up by the

and nine hours appears

to conclude that

within

the first

to remember three

things

in this

hour.

in total

connection.

Second, only the roots

Furthermore,

First,

there

to the third

much more data than is presented

above.

analyzed.

amount from the first

the maximum level
However, it is

was very rough and one can only say that

would require
clusion

amount of labelled

DNA is reached

estimation
increase

the total

embryos treated

to be the same leads
of bacterial

of uptake of

the

was no obvious

experiment.

It

here to make the con-

and not the whole embryo was

uptake was mediated by the endosperm.

Looking

at uptake by the whole embryo plus the endosperm, might very well
change the picture
for labelled

entirely.

DNAonly after

Third,

Ledoux (1965; also Ledoux and Huart,

a way that

in the first

It is therefore

that

than uptake.

1967), the foreign

be lost

show is the labelled
possible

rather

few hours after

it can subsequently

data presented

roots

were analyzed

the embryos were four days old, the picture

shown here is one of incorporation

manently fixed

since the barley

fixed."

What the

has been permanently

in these data the effect

uptake has been overwhelmed by the subsequent

DNAis not per-

uptake but is "bound in such

or permanently

DNAthat

According to

fate

of the rate

fixed.
of

of the DNAtaken up.

What on~ must conclude

from the above considerations,

is that

the data summarized in Figure

study.

Rather,

incorporated
tinent

three

they simply show a different

the barley

DNAfor twenty-four

hours.

(1) still

exhibits

quently

its

be either

molecules

this

twenty-four

or "fixed.

hours of its
density

that

with bacterial

bacterial

DNAis
1967, 1968a)

uptake into barley
and {2) can subse-

the different

state

patterns

during

this

period

from the three

exper-

iments shown in Figure 11 are due to an exchange of unlabelled
labelled
pattern
the final

DNA. Furthermore,
reflects

it

is possible

in some way the process

size relationship

Further experiments
these results

in all

Thus, since the exogenous DNA

0

appear to be in a dynamic and labile
it is likely

First,

(Ledoux and Huart,

own characteristic

lost

The per-

be different?

question.

Second, the unlabelled
Third,

of the

experiments.

embryos were in contact

in the data presented.

the exogenous DNAwithin

of time,

in considering

are important

a kinetic

pattern

then becomes: why should the patterns

experiments,

invisible

density

exogenous DNAin each of the three

question

Three facts

11 do not represent

42

then,

of these

not only that
of integration

DNAwith

the shifting
but also that

bands is due only to chance.

suggested

~

It should be emphasized that
on little

evidence

definite

conclusions

outline

briefly
First,

this

and many more experiments
can be made.

a few further

Therefore,

experiments

it would be worthwhile

type to determine

pattern

the discussions

if there

of bands with different

above are based

must be tried

before

any

it seems appropriate

to

suggested

by these data.

simply to repeat

is a definite

trend

experiments

in the changing

times of exposure to labelled

DNA.

of
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Also, it would be interesting

to investigate

structures

of the material

sonication

(and size of the fragments),

specific

active

in the bands individually

enzymes, colorimetric

and sedimentation
label

velocity

denaturation,

determinations

of the material

and the transforming

the incorporation

the chemical

of a radioactive

label

by the barley

formation

used in these

the conditions

in the manner described

the cell

observed

of their

to

of!!.!_ subtilis

Since

is different

from

it might also be informative

experiments

here to see if several

experiments

and isolate

the DNA

bands of different

B. subtilis

experiments •
on slices

be found by fractionating
radioactive

density

or soluble

fractions

to indicate

which give rise
.An experiment

of barley

DNAis already

gradients

might be designed

of the structures

in these

autoradiography

density

subsequent

den-

are observed.
Finally,

within

Furthermore,

comparison of the trans-

experiments

the method used by Ledoux and Huart (1968a),

sities

with the radio-

data to the data of Ledoux and Huart.

the method for DNAisolation

to duplicate

by

in the bands.

would allow a more direct

and density

digestion

whether any "new" endogen-

Second, the use of a homogeneous preparation
DNAof high density

at

in these bands.

uptake of heavy exogenous DNAwould indicate
ous DNAis also included

by looking

of DNA, RNA, and protein,
associated

ability

and physical

roots

in progress.
the cellular

bands are associated

to the density

using the technique

that

Useful information
contents,

and finding

with the nucleus,

to these data.

bands
of

have taken up radioactive

and whether the banding pattern
is similar

the location

might also
whether the
organelles,

in_casium chloride

V. CONCLUSIONS
As is obvious from the "Discussion"

these experiments,
ulation

because they are surprising,

on the fate

Some useful

the results

has been supplied,

the exogenous DNA, these

experiments

Therefore,

but,

in concluding

these

results

"integration"

takes

place in the nucleus

Similarly,

process

indicate

they supply no information

or refute

support

the "recombination"

ogenous DNAhas been replicated.

anc characteristic

of the mild purification
at various

densities

However, nothing
the cause of their
contain.

have retained
negative

its

evidence

or the cytoplasm.

be construed

differing

about whether the exout that

this

the original
~

densities,

the many
because

and it has been shown that
labelled

B. subtilis
-----

can be said about the origin

although

biological

used,

to

model of Ledoux and Huart

It has been pointed

procedure

conclusive

that

about whether the

bands of D:~A!llaYhave become visitle

do contain

Furthermore,

state-

on the uptake or transportation

(1968a, 1969) and they can give no information

discreet

can be made.

nothing

of the exogenous DNA. These data cannot definitely
either

to clearly

Ledoux (1965) has made definite

ments on the subject,

of

only a preliminary

point out the areas of concern in which no conclusion
For example, although

root cells.

in terms of the fate

have represented

it seems important

of

encourage much spec-

of exogenous DNAtaken up into barley

information

investigation.

section,

or the nature

bands
DNA.

of the bands,

of the DNAthey

the exogenous DNAhas been shown to

activity,
biological
44

there
activity

is neither

positive

is expressed

nor

within

the

functioning

barley

cell.

Nevertheless,

there

are a few definite

be made from these results.
the report

First,

its

physical

Second, the banding of the DNAitself
data indicates
barley cell,

that can

definitely

confirm

these results

of Ledoux and Huart that foreign

embryos and that it retains

conclusions

DNAis taken up by barley

integrity

within the cell.

as well as the DNase and sonication

that the exogenous DNAis in some way "integrated"

in the

that is to say that the exogenous DNAhas been altered

or added to by the cell.
F'inally,

the question

which was originally

whether the exogenous DNAthat has been "integrated"
retained

its biological

activity,

can be answered.

posed, that

in the barley

subtilis

DNAthat was taken up by, "integrated"

subsequently

isolated

from barley roots did exhibit

in~

subtilis

transformation.

has

The data definitely

show that~

activity

is,

its

into,

biological

and
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TRANSFORMING ABILITY OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS DNA
TAKEN UP BY BARLEY EMBRYOS
Christine Tolman Ence
Graduate Section of Biochemistry
M.S. Degree, April 1973

ABSTRACT
Purified Bacillus subtilis DNA taken up by one-day-old
barley embryos and permanently fixed within the barley cell is shown
to have maintained its biological activity in B. subtilis transfor
mation. Cesuim chloride density gradient centrifugation of DNA
isolated from the roots of barley embryos after the uptake and incor
poration of radioactive, bromouracil-labelled B. subtilis DNA indicates
the presence of the bacterial DNA in several discreet bands of well
defined density, whose density is changed by sonication. These
preliminary findings concerning the fate of bacterial DNA taken up
by barley roots are discussed in terms of the recombination model
of Ledoux and Huart and further experiments are suggested.

